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2.2.2 Flow meters 

EW300 Series Singlejet Flow Meters DN25…40 
EW370 Series Woltman Flow Meters DN50…300 

Figure 8.  EW300, DN40 Figure 9.  EW370, DN50 

Flow meters are used for flow measurement and metering in heating and chilled water systems. They are typically 
combined with an energy calculator for heat metering. Such split heat meters are normally used in sizes DN50 and 
larger. (With EW448…452 we actually were able to offer compact meters up to DN100 in the past.) However, our 
supplier decided to phase out EW448…452 as per end of 2014. Although these products are hardly high runners, 
they are often required in projects in small quantity and are crucial to offer a complete solution. Therefore we de-
cided to take the EW300 into the portfolio which can be combined with an EW500 energy calculator to provide the 
same functionality as a compact heat meter. This combination is also more versatile and a lot cheaper than the 
EW448 and EW451 compact heat meters. 
The EW370 Series complements the EW300 for sizes up to DN300. It replaces the EW457 Series one to one and, 
in combination with an EW500 energy calculator, also EW449 and EW452 flanged compact heat meters. 
The EW370 is substantially cheaper than the EW457 although it has MID approval which the EW457 does not. 
Also the combination of EW370 and EW500 is substantially cheaper and offers much more functionality and versa-
tility than EW449 and EW452 which, incidentally, also do not have MID approval. 

The popular “flanged heat meter replacement OS# identification tool” will be updated to include the new products 
and the scope will be widened from flanged only to flanged and threaded. 

Below some pricing examples: 

Required: heat meter DN25, qp3.5  

Existing solution: 
EW448A2800 multijet heat meter DN25, qp3.5 

New solution: 
EW3001AP2800 singlejet flow meter DN25, qp3.5 + 
EW5001CD0010 energy calculator +  
EWA3002681 temperature sensors 3m 


